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2. Bayesian Statistical Decision Theory Framework
3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation and E-M algorithm
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2. Bayesian Statistical Decision Theory Framework for System Identification
1. Unknown state of the world denoted by state vector {x(t)}.
, A set of models Mp M2, .... M t with a priori probabilities P(Mi) , which describe the
evolution of the state x(t).
, Unknown parameters 8i associated with Model M i and prior probibilities p(O i [Mi)
. Vector of observations {y (t)} related to the state of the system {x(t)}, according to
probability distributions, p({y(t)}[ {x(t}, Mi)
Loss function L: (M, 1Q) which expresses the loss to the decision maker of choosing
model M when M is the true model.
4BayesianSolution:
ObtainposteriordistributionsP(Mil {y(t)}) andselectMi whichminimizesthe
expectedvalueof the lossfunction.
BayesRule:
P(Mil {y(t)}) = p({y( t ) }l M i) P(M i)
p({y(t))--)
p({y(t)}lMi} ) = I®p({y(t)}] Mi, 0i) P (Oi)dO i
Likelihood Function:
L(Mi,0i) = p({y(t)}[ Mi,Oi)
5Maximum Likelihood Estimation
o _ML maximizes P({Y(t)}I6)°r itsl°garithm'LL(6)= log p({y(t)}]8)
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound:
coy(?)>[E°LL(°) (0LL(0)IT]- 
The quantity in brackets is the Fisher Information Matrix which is very useful for
determining Identifiability and for Input Design.
when p({y(t)}] 8) is Gaussian and 6 effects the conditional mean linearly, LL(_)
is quadratic in 6 and MLE is same as Weighted Least Squares.
O 6ML can be obtained by a sequence of Expectation & Maximization steps
(E--M Algorithm), each one of which is simpler than direct maximization
of the Likelihood Function.
E-step: Estimate state given parameters
E-step: Estimate parameters given state statistics.
8KI
p(Y/8)
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6Combined Model Structuxe Determination
and Parameter Estimation for
Linear Systems
xt+l'-'Ax t+Bu t+Ke t
Yt =Cxt +Du t+e t
t = 1, ... N
Stochastic Realization:
Given {Yt' ut}' identify system order n and matrices A, B, C, D, K and Coy (et).
Deterministic Realization:
Given impulse response parameters CA k-lB, identify A, B, C and n
Solutions:
o Deterministic (Ho--Kalman, Balanced Realization, ERA)
o Stochastic (Akalke, Mehra, Aoki, QMARKOV, CVA, SRA)
Stochastic Realization Algorithm
DEFINE:
Pt = column [ Yt_l ut, Yt_2, Ut_l , .... ] , P ast
ft=column [yt, Yt+l, Yt+2, .... ] Future
Correlation of Past & Future:






























o Data provided by Mark Norris, AFAL
o Two lightly damped modes at 0.5Hz
o 5 velocity measurements contaminated with different levels
of multiplicative noise (1% to 1,000%).
o SRA results are satisfactory for 300% noise[
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¢ (x, Y) =
I
¢ (x, Y) = cos (n x)
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Free avg300% noise150 pts J =40K=20L= 100M = 1N =61




Free avg 300% noise 150 pts J = 40 K = 20 L = i00 H = 1 N = 6
arts =
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free avg 10Hz 1000% noise J = 40 K = 20 L = 100 M = 1 N = 29 2
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Data provided by Mark Norris, AF Astronautics Lab
Three sets of data at 100hz.
(i) PMASS Input (2000 pts)
(ii) X-TORQUE Input (24,000 pts)
(iii) Y-TORQUE Input (24,000 pts)
O SRA identifies allii modes in all cases and proivides good estimates of freq.,
dampings and mode shapes.
o ERA identifies all 11 modes only for combined X and Y Torque inputs
o Damping estimates from SRA are satisfactory with 2000 pts of P-MASS Input.
















Z - OUT OF PAPER (NORMAL TO GRID)



















Grid avg 100Hz 24000pts J = 60 K = 40 L = 200 M = 1 N = 22
ans =
























1.1919 18.9699 0.0019 0.8100
-1.1919 18.9699 0.0019 1.6610
1.1350 18.0648 0.0011 4.3550
-1.1350 18.0648 0.0011 5.2120
0.9013 14.3439 0.0023 6.2910
-0.9013 14.3439 0.0023 10.7550
0.7822 12.4486 0.0018 12.1530
-0.7822 12.4486 0.0018 12.3840
0.7659 12.1900 0.0018 14.2540
-0.7659 12.1900 0.0018 17.9550
0.6813 10.8428 0.0013 18.7720
-0.6813 10.8428 0.0013 0
0.1066 1.6967 0.0053 0
-0.1066 1.6967 0.0053 0
0.0512 0.8142 0.0132 0
-0.0512 0.8142 0.0132 0
0.3986 6.3441 0.0022 0
-0.3986 6.3441 0.0022 0
0.3292 5.2401 0.0019 0
-0.3292 5.2401 0.0019 0
0.2750 4.3775 0.0021 0
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X-29 Flutter Flight Test Data
Data provided by Mike Kehoe, NASA Dryden (33,000 points, 400hz).
X-29 Flutter modes are excited by natural turbulence
o SRA identifies all the modes from each data channel.
o Damping and frequency estimates in good agreement with NASA values.
o SRA parameter estimates based on 2,000 points are satisfactory.
250
nasa3_33000rwtfls0 J = 130K = 70L = 100M = 1N = 14 1








15 20 25 30
New spectrum calculation
I i I
35 40 45 5O
arts =
nasa3 33000 rwtfl sO J = 130 K = 70 L = i00 M = 1 N = 14
ans =

























































































































































rwtafl110(X)pts4001-1zskp J = 130 K = 70 L = 200 M = 1 N = 14 1
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